
    DATE                  Set up/Door Duty                                      Chair                           Bulletin 
    19 Dec 2018     John Sykes/Chris Marr                          Roger Hogg               Michael Michaux 
    26 Dec 2018     No Meeting 
    02 Jan  2019     No Meeting 

If you are unable to fulfill your duty roster assignment, it is your responsibility to swap with an-
other Club member (normally with someone who is rostered on in an upcoming week). Once you 
have organized a swap, please notify Danielle Watson  for the Meeting Notices and Michael 
Michaux for the Bulletin. 
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Joyeux Noël 

Christmas Party! 
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Alpert Park Flexible Learning Centre 
Rotary Community Service Awards 

for the Teachers in APFLC 

Chris Marr, Simon Clowes (Principal), Roger Hogg and Murray Bladwell 

PHOTOS: Chris Marr 
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Len Hepburn 
From Brookfield to the Champs Elyees 
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Katie Wilson 
Rotary Good Citizen Award 

In the photo is Katie Wilson and her mum. The other happy  
recipient was Oliver Pringle.  

PHOTO: Robin McIlwain 



HOW to ORDER 
Contact Robin McIlwain 

eMail: robin.mcilwain@bellproperty.com 
mobile: 0411 530 870 

PAY by Direct Transfer 
BSB 03061 and Account 102479 



Event 
17,18 and 19 December 2018 



After Words 
BRITISH AIRWAYS CHALLENGES UK UNIVERSITIES TO DEVELOP  

A NEW GENERATION OF SUSTAINABLE AVIATION FUEL 
      
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        November 30, 2018 

 

To mark British Airways’ Centenary in 2019, the airline will host events to lead the debate on the 

future of flying over the next 100 years, exploring the future of sustainable aviation fuels, the avia-
tion careers of the future and the customer experience of the future 

The airline kicked off its BA 2119: Future of Fuels challenge to create a new generation            
sustainable aviation fuel today 

The winner will receive funding for further research and the chance to work alongside industry 
leaders to develop their concept 

IAG will invest a total of $400m on alternative sustainable fuel development over the next 20 
years, the highest ever financial commitment from an airline group 

British Airways is the first airline in Europe to invest in building a plant to generate renewable jet 
fuel from household waste 

As British Airways looks towards its Centenary next year, the airline, in collaboration with Cran-
field University, today challenged academics from across the UK to develop a sustainable alterna-
tive fuel which could power a commercial aircraft on a long-haul flight, carrying up to 300 cus-
tomers with zero net emissions. 

It’s the first time the industry has tasked experts in the fields of aerospace and fuels to work to-

gether to create a solution to this key environmental issue. 

The team which wins the BA 2119: Future of Fuels Challenge will receive £25,000 to help fund 
further research and a commitment from the airline to work alongside them to incubate their idea. 
The winners will also be invited to present their pathway at prestigious industry-leading sustain-
ability events in Miami* and Montreal**, as well as to the executive team at British Airways and 
IAG, the airline’s parent company. The runners up will also receive cash sums. 

Nominations will be judged by a panel of industry experts based on the idea’s carbon reduction 

potential, as well as its innovation, value to the UK economy and feasibility to implement. 



After Words 
The award is part of a commitment from IAG to invest a total of $400m in sustainable fuel devel-
opment and long-term supply agreements. This includes an existing partnership with renewal fuels 
company, Velocys, to build a plant to convert household waste into sustainable fuels, the first time 
an airline has done this in Europe. 

Alex Cruz, Chairman and Chief Executive of British Airways, said: “The UK can lead the world in 

the development and production of sustainable alternative fuels, which will play a key role in de-
carbonising aviation, as well as delivering benefits for employment, exports and waste reduction. 

“As an industry we need to explore a range of options to reduce our emissions. We’re already 

working with Velocys to build a plant that produces sustainable transport fuels from household 
waste that would otherwise go to landfill, but we don’t want to stop there. Some of the best scien-

tific minds in this field are based in the UK and are brilliantly equipped to develop a pathway for 
the UK to achieve global leadership in the development of sustainable alternative aviation fuels.” 

The launch event, which took place at British Airways’ HQ, was attended by 15 UK universities 

and also featured talks from industry experts including Robert Boyd, Head of Sustainable Fuels at 
IATA and Baroness Sugg, the Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Transport. 

Baroness Sugg, said: “We want the UK to become a global leader in the development and supply 

of next generation aviation fuels, cementing our reputation as a centre of excellence for sustainable 
aviation.  

“This competition will move us another step closer to achieving this vision, balancing growth in 

aviation with sustainable development that benefits our environment and society.” 

The challenge is being launched as part of British Airways’ Centenary celebrations. Alongside ex-

ploring the future of fuels, the airline will also be investigating the future of aviation careers and 
using futurologists to predict the future of the flying experience. This will be alongside other key 
announcements, including the introduction of the A350 to the fleet and a new business class seat – 
both part of the airline’s £6.5bn investment plan over five years. 

 


